In these days when the mass of surgical knowledge seems to be increasing exponentially, the surgeon breathes a sigh of relief when a new edition of Recent Advances in Surgery appears. In this volume, edited by Mr R.C.G. Russell of the Middlesex Hospital, he will not be disappointed. As usual, it presents a series of helpful review articles by well-recognized authorities on subjects of current general interest. This twelfth edition well reflects the change in emphasis towards minimal invasive investigations and treatment: thus, there are chapters on guided abdominal fine needle puncture, the investigation of thyroid swellings, gastrointestinal endoscopy, and new minimal invasive methods of treatment of renal and ureteric stones. There are excellent chapters on early cancer detection and the use of monoclonal antibodies. Other sections include hiatus hernia, vascular surgery, oesophageal varices, stomach cancer, pancreatitis, fracture management and dissecting aneurysm. There are interesting general chapters on the use of computers and on suture materials.
The text is clearly presented, easy to read and provided with clear diagrams and an up to date bibliography. It is certainly a book that all general surgeons will enjoy reading. The book is designed to fit into the pocket of doctors and nurses on general medical wards as well as those working in chest clinics, and also into those of medical students and general practitioners. The book is organised in four main sections, starting with a history and examination as related to respiratory medicine followed by a list of laboratory investigations relevant to respiratory diseases with the main indications and abnormalities that may be found. There is then a fuller section on the chest X-ray giving the main differential diagnoses for various different radiological presentations. The third section deals with specific diseases and finally there is a section on therapy. The book is written in a lecture note style with many lists. The quality of the Xray reproductions is generally good and the text is freely illustrated. I was disappointed by a lack of modern account of lung sounds (there is considerable confusion in terminology between moist crepitations, rales and crackles); the lack ofclear guidance as to which tests should be organised in which situation and which tests are less important, and in general by a somewhat restrained and unexciting approach to respiratory medicine. The section on the treatment of tuberculosis was out of date and did not comply with the recommendations of the British Thoracic Society. I felt this small book was more suitable for examination revision for finals than for reference in a clinical situation for which it lacked sufficient detail (for instance, on several occasions it said that theophylline dosage should be adjusted to maintain optimal blood levels but the optimal blood levels were never stated). It is a nicely printed and produced book. Schizophrenia is a common psychiatric disorder affecting in this country about 1% of the population. Yet its name has a social stigma and its diagnosis is at times both difficult and contentious. Much research has been carried out into biological, social, dynamic and phenomenological aspects of
